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Abstract. This paper considers base transceiver station 
(BTS) emission power change in the cell-organized mobile 
network with dynamic power control, due to users’ moving. 
Such power adjustment contributes to energy saving and 
environment pollution reduction. We analyzed mutual 
influence of user’s moving speed, users’ surface distribu-
tion and propagation coefficient γ on BTS power varia-
tions. It is proved that users’ concentration near BTS, 
greater γ (in urban areas), faster user’s moving and 
greater connection duration contribute to BTS power in-
crease of several tens of percent in real conditions. We 
present two examples when mean user’s moving distance is 
30% of mobile cell radius: 1) power of one movable user is 
increased more than 50% when distance between user and 
BTS is uniformly distributed (decreasing users’ surface 
density); 2) emission power is decreased 2.5% when users 
are uniformly distributed (there are more users near a cell 
rim). BTS power has nearly constant value in the second 
example, because in our model users, crossing the cell rim, 
are replaced by users from adjacent cells, who are moving 
towards BTS. The analysis results are verified by Monte 
Carlo simulation, where user’s starting position, displace-
ment and angle of moving are determined based on ran-
domly generated numbers.   
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1. Introduction 
Modern mobile communications are based on a dy-

namic management of the emission power from BTSs to 
users in order to reduce necessary power consumption. 
Emission power of the BTS cell towards the individual 
users is calculated, or the total emission power is deter-
mined in a number of papers [1–4]. In some papers influ-
ence of environment attenuation on the emission power is 
considered [5] and in the other ones influence of users’ 
area distribution on the total BTS emission power is ana-

lyzed [6]. It is supposed in all these papers that users are 
not moving during the connection duration. In this paper 
we consider how mobile users’ moving in a cell and in 
a network affects the emission power towards such users, 
and the total emission power. The results from this paper 
show that BTS power may be dynamically adjusted during 
user’s moving (UM), thus contributing to the program of 
energy saving in globally resource-optimized and energy-
efficient networks (GREEN). 

Section 2 of this paper gives short presentation of ex-
isting models of UM in the area of BTS cell. After that, in 
Sec. 3 the assumptions and designations are introduced and 
a cell model is defined. Sections 4 and 5 suggest a method 
for calculation of emission power change due to users, who 
are moving in the cell. Estimation of emission power 
change, caused by users who need handover, is presented 
in Sec. 6. Section 7 deals with BTS power change as 
a result of UM for different users’ density distributions in 
the BTS cells. In Sec. 8 we study the influence of the inter-
ference variations, caused by UM, on the performance of 
mobile user receiver. Simulation program and some of its 
results are given is Sec. 9. At the end, Section 10 is paper 
conclusion. 

2. Existing Models of User’s Moving 
There are a significant number of papers which ana-

lyze different models of mobile UM in a BTS cell. Papers 
[7–11] are only a part of this literature. Authors in [7] are 
focused on determination of user’s movement rules in such 
a way to keep the desired users’ distribution in the cell 
(usually the uniform one). Two approaches are considered 
in order to achieve this goal: temporal random waypoint 
(RWP) selection and spatial RWP selection. In the first one 
user’s speed is adjusted and changed during movement to 
keep the uniform users’ distribution. This assumption does 
not correspond to real situation of more constant UM 
speed. The second approach is based on an inconvenient 
spatial selection of user, who moves, which leads to nearly 
unchanged, uniform users’ distribution after movement, 
while exploiting real situation of constant user’s speed 
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during moving. Both approaches do not take into account 
real situation of a great number of cells in a mobile net-
work and the process of handover (replacing the user con-
trol by a considered BTS on a cell rim to the control of 
adjacent BTS). 

Opposite to [7], reference [8] is devoted to systems 
with moving of users within a number of cells (microcells), 
organized in groups covering area of a macrocell. The goal 
in this paper was to determine users’ distribution among 
cells (based on transition matrices characterizing user ran-
dom walk between cells), not their position in a single cell. 
The analysis, dealing with parameters of a single cell, 
should follow this contribution. 

Authors in [9] present random direction model with 
location dependent parameterization (RD LDP). RD mod-
els, besides RWP models (as the one in [7]) are the most 
often used models in the analysis. Absolute movement 
(walk) angle, length, speed and movement time are random 
variables with uniform distribution, and the model speci-
ficity is that these random variables are defined as a func-
tion of starting point of next segment walk. Model defini-
tion in [9] allows real movement traces to be connected 
with simulation model, but the suggested model does not 
include user’s behavior at the cell rim. 

In real urban situations RD models may not be im-
plemented, because directions of movement are influenced 
by straightforward, rectangular street structure. That’s why 
mobile networks of Manhattan type are introduced [10]. 
Contribution of [10] is very detailed system simulation, 
which is based on traffic analysis according to Erlang 
queueing model. User’s moving behavior is separately 
modelled for pedestrians and drivers. The analysis includes 
traffic loss and probability of successful handover. Traffic 
loss due to handover loss and due to lack of idle channels 
for new calls is related to the number of reserved channels 
for handover and to the number of channels devoted to 
newly generated traffic. But, BTS emission power is not 
included in this, detailed analysis. 

Contribution [11] is a survey of different models for 
UM in a BTS cell. Besides already presented models in this 
section (which are most frequently implemented), some 
other models are also mentioned in [11]. First, we have 
Gauss-Markov mobility model and Smooth random mobil-
ity model, which allow that user’s speed variations are 
presented in a more realistic way, than by random number 
generation. Then, mobility models with spatial dependence 
consider correlation of various UM (for example, vehicles 
moving one after the other on a highway, the groups of 
people who are working together, and so on). 

It may be concluded from this presentation that there 
is a number of models, which try to present mobile users’ 
moving as realistically as possible. However, no one of 
these papers analyzes how UM affect the change of BTS 
emission power. 

There are a number of factors that have influence on 
the BTS power. The influence of intra-cell traffic value 

(intra-cell traffic corresponds to the situation when both 
users – participants in one connection are located in the 
same BTS cell area) is analyzed in [12]. Distance between 
an active user and BTS determines the BTS power devoted 
to the considered user. Related to this, users’ surface den-
sity distribution has also influence on the BTS power [6], 
[13]. Besides, environment characteristics cause variation 
in signal attenuation on its way between the BTS and the 
mobile user. That’s why it is necessary to adjust BTS emis-
sion power to transmit optimal signal power level to the 
user. As a short conclusion, it may be emphasized that 
there are three groups of factors, which have influence on 
the BTS power: characteristics of traffic, user’s placement 
in the cell and signal propagation conditions. These factors 
may not be always analyzed completely separately; they 
are related one to the other. In this paper we focus on the 
analysis of UM influence (as an element in the second 
group of factors) on the BTS power. User’s moving is 
considered together with two other groups of emphasized 
factors. The analysis in this paper is based on our contribu-
tions in [6], [12] and [13]. 

Besides the analysis of BTS power change as a con-
sequence of UM, the other important element for the analy-
sis is the variation of interference, also as a consequence of 
UM. In this paper we focus on the overview of this prob-
lem (we considered only the influence of users, moving in 
the same mobile cell, on the interference), giving basic 
guidelines for the future analysis. 

3. Cell Model, Designations and 
Assumptions 
Let us consider one cell of mobile network, Fig. 1. 

A cell is circular, with radius R. The power of a sig-
nal, which is transmitted from a BTS to a mobile user (MS) 
at the distance r, has to be increased due to transmission 
attenuation according to the known expression P = a·rγ. In 
this expression a is the coefficient of proportionality and γ 
is the propagation coefficient (γ = 2–5 [6], [14]). The num-
ber of channels, i.e. the maximum number of active users 
in one moment (when there is no intra-cell traffic) is N. 
The BTS sends signal power proportional to the mutual 
distance MS-BTS to each active user, i.e. to mobile station. 
That’s why all active users receive the same signal power 
intensity. This method is called power control. In this paper 
we suppose that BTS power is changed continually, pro-
portionally to the requirement, although, practically, power 
control is usually realized in steps of 2 dB. 

There are two types of UM: in the BTS cell and be-
tween cells. Let us consider moving in the cell of one user, 
who is in the beginning of a connection (which has mean 
duration tm) at a distance r from a BTS, and his primary 
position is designated as MSp in Fig. 1(a). Variable r is 
a random variable. During a connection time the user 
changes his position and in one moment is located at 
a distance d from his primary position. His distance (MSm) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. User’s moving in the BTS cell (a) and when handover 
is necessary (b). 

 

r and d %O %I 
r = 10·d 51.6 48.4 
r = 5·d   53.19 46.81 
r = 3·d   55.35 44.65 
r = 2·d   58.05 41.95 
r = d      66.7 33.3 
r = 0.8·d 71.5 28.5 
r = 0.6·d 81.36 18.4 
r = 0.5·d 100 0 

Tab. 1. Parts of the circle which increase (%O) and decrease 
(%I) emission power when user is moving. 

from BTS is now x, x < R. Variable d is also a random 
variable. As is, in principle, x ≠ r, it is obvious that MS 
moving causes variation of emission power transmitted to 
the considered MS. It is supposed that MS moving is pos-
sible and equally probable in all directions, i.e. that 
an angle α (Fig. 1(a)) is a random variable with uniform 
distribution. It means that user at distance d from his 
primary position may be located at a circle with radius d 
around primary position, MSp. An angle between the ra-
dius, which connects BTS and MSp and the radius d, 
which connects MSp and MSm, is designated by α. 

In the paper, the mean value of any random variable x 
will be designated by an subscript m, i.e., for example, the 
mean value of x is xm.  

Moving through different cells, i.e. moving in a case 
of handover is specific. It is moving from one cell to the 
other ones [10], [15]. It is assumed that the mean number 
of users who cross from the considered cell to the adjacent 
ones is equal to the mean number of users who cross from 

the adjacent cells to the considered one. Let us choose one 
of such users, MSho, Fig. 1(b). When moving, this user 
starts from his primary position, D, crosses the cell rim, 
position H, in order to continue his moving in the neighbor 
cell and finishes moving at a distance d from the starting 
position. It is assumed that the properties of adjacent cells 
are identical to that of the considered one. 

4. User’s Moving in the Cell when 
there is no Handover 
The new position MSm is on the distance d from the 

primary position, but it may be at any point of the circle 
with radius d (dashed line), circumscribed around MS, as 
presented in Fig. 1(a). It is obvious from Fig. 1(a) that the 
circle with radius d has greater arc outside the circle with 
radius r than inside this circle with radius r. Table 1 pre-
sents parts of the circle, which are outside (O) or inside (I) 
the circle with radius r, depending on the relationship be-
tween r and d. 

All moving directions are equally probable. That’s 
why it is more probable that user’s distance from BTS 
increases over the primary distance r (x, MSm-BTS), than 
that this distance decreases under r, i.e.: 

 ( ) ( )P x r P x r   .  (1) 

Required emission power to the user in the primary 
position MS depends on the distance r and necessary emis-
sion power to the user on the new position MSm depends 
on the distance x. That’s why it may be concluded that, in 
principle, signal of greater power must be sent to the mov-
able users than to the users, who are not moving. 

5. Determination of Mean Distance of 
Moving User within a Cell 
Distance of new user’s position MSp from BTS is x, 

Fig. 2, and may be expressed as: 

 2 2 2 cosx r d r d        .  (2) 

User’s movement is completely random and there are 
three variables, which determine this randomness. 

The first variable is the user’s primary distance r from 
the BTS. Its value may be in the range 0 < r < R. This 
value in random traffic process depends also on the area 
users’ density distribution in the cell.  

The second variable is the user’s distance from the 
primary position for the connection duration, d. This varia-
ble depends on user’s speed during the connection and on 
the connection duration. 

The third variable is the angle α between the UM di-
rection during the connection and the direction of the line 
between the user’s primary position and the BTS. The value 
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Fig. 2. New position determination when user is moving in 

a cell. 

of angle α may be between 0o and 360o, but x takes all 
possible values from │r – d│ to r + d if angle α is changed 
only from 0o to 180o. That’s why this range is considered, 
Fig. 2. 

It is obvious that the new user’s distance from BTS, x, 
is dependent random variable (random function), which 
depends on three independent random variables 

 2 2( , , ) 2 cosx g r d r d r d        . (3) 

Determination of the general expression for the new 
user’s distance from the BTS may be complicate in some 
of the cases analyzed in this paper, [16]. Determination of 
random variable mean value in this case includes triple 
integral calculation with the possibility of users’ density 
changing in the cell. That’s why in such cases the distance 
is determined using calculation of the value x for specific 
numeric values of r, d, and α, as in 1 and verified relatively 
simply using simulation procedures [17]. 

6. User’s Moving in the Case of 
Handover 
Let us consider user A, who moves from his primary 

position MSp towards the other cell and arrives in a new 
position NP1, Fig. 3. In order to determine necessary 
power for such a user, it is supposed that there is a user B 
from the adjacent cell, who passes symmetric way towards 
the considered cell (dashed line in Fig. 3). The way of this 
user finishes in the new position point NP2. In this move-
ment the considered BTS loses jurisdiction of sending 
signal to the user A and accepts jurisdiction of sending 
signal to the user B. 

Distance, x, of the user B position NP2 from BTS 
after handover may be determined by (3) and Fig. 3: 

 
2 2( , , ) 2 cos ,

2 .
xh g r d r d r d
x R xh

       
  

 (4) 

The distance of the arrived user B, x, Fig. 3, deter-
mines power, which is necessary to be delivered to this 
user. Significant number of users after handover approach 

                                                           
1 http://calculator.tutorvista.com/triple-integral-calculator.html 

 
Fig. 3.  New position determination in the case of handover. 

BTS. That’s why it may be expected that users after hand-
over require less power than in the primary position. 

7. Necessary Power Relation for 
Stationary and Movable User 
The relation of mean emission power, which is neces-

sary for a movable user, Pmx, and mean emission power Pm, 
necessary in primary position, will be designated as Aγ. It 
depends on the relation of the mean movable user’s dis-
tance from the BTS, xm, and the primary distance from the 
BTS, rm. Relation of these two power values depends also 
on signal propagation coefficient, γ. 

  mx m m

m mm

.P a x xA
P ra r



 
  


 (5) 

It can be concluded that moving of a user in the cell 
increases the mean value of current distance and, as a con-
sequence, necessary emission power. It is, also, possible 
that moving of a user after handover decreases the mean 
value of user’s current distance from a BTS and that, so, 
necessary emission power for a movable user decreases. 
This means that influence of movable users on the BTS 
emission power depends on the users’ density distribution 
in the cell. If users are concentrated around BTS, moving 
in the cell and, thus, power increase will predominate. On 
the contrary, if there are a lot of users near the cell rim, we 
may expect significant moving between cells, i.e. signifi-
cant handover. In such a situation xm decreases in relation 
to rm and emission power decreases.  

In order to prove this conclusion, we performed traf-
fic process calculation and simulation in two cells with 
different users’ density distributions. In the first cell users’ 
density distribution is decreasing function from the BTS 
towards the cell rim. More precisely, distribution of user’s 
primary distance from BTS, r, is uniform, i.e. user’s dis-
tance as a random variable may have all values between 0 
and R with equal probability. In this case the mean value of 
user’s distance from the BTS is rm = 0.5·R. Such a cell is 
hereinafter referred to as a cell with decreasing users’ den-
sity (CD). 
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In the second cell surface users’ density in the whole 
cell is uniform. It means that there are more users near the 
cell rim than near the BTS. In this second case the mean 
user’s distance from the BTS is rm = (2/3)·R, [5]. In the 
following text such a cell is referred to as the cell with 
uniform users’ density (CU). 

Both in CD and in CU cell, the choice of a movable 
user and his movement are random. The choice of the 
movable user is realized in accordance to the users’ distri-
bution in the cell. User’s moving is equally probable if 
considering distance of movement (in a certain range) and 
direction (angle) of movement. 

As already emphasized, calculation of mean relative 
value of new user’s position distance from BTS, xm/rm, is 
complicated in the case of arbitrary users’ distance distri-
bution. But, in the case of CD users’ distribution (i.e. when 
distribution of users is uniform as the function of user’s 
distance from the BTS), the solution may be obtained 
solving the integral 

max max

m

m

2 2

0 0 0

max max m

2 cos d d d

r d

r d

x
r

r d r d d r

r d r





 


  



  
         

    
  

  
 (6) 

where rmax is the maximum starting point distance of the 
user from the BTS and dmax is the maximum distance 
of UM. 

The results of calculation for CD cell are presented in 
Fig. 4, where xm/rm is presented as a function of the mean 
value of movable user’s displacement, dm/R. It is clear, 
according to Fig. 4, that the mean value of movable (in the 
cell) user’s distance from the BTS is always greater than 
the user’s primary distance from BTS, xm > rm. Distribution 
of the primary user’s distance from the BTS, r, is uniform 
in the range (0, R). User’s displacement depends on user’s 
speed. Its distribution during the connection is always 
uniform and may be considered as a random variable in six 
ranges: 

in the range (0,0.1R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.05,  
in the range (0,0.2R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.1,  
in the range (0,0.3R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.15, 
in the range (0,0.4R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.2, 
in the range (0,0.5R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.25,  
in the range (0,0.6R) where the mean value is dm/R = 0.3.  

Verification of these results shows that results of 
calculation and simulation agree very well. 

Figure 5 presents relative increase of the mean neces-
sary emission power as a function of coefficient γ and the 
mean value of movable user’s displacement, dm/R if users’ 
density is decreasing, i.e. if CD cell is considered. For 
users, who move fast, necessary power increase may be 
even several tens of percent. 
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Fig. 4. Relative mean value of the new user’s position 

distance, xm/rm, as a function of the mean movable user 
displacement, dm/R, CD cell rm = 0.5·R. 
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dm/R=0.2 dm/R=0.25 dm/R=0.3  
Fig. 5. Relative increase of the mean necessary emission 

power for one user Aγ, as a function of γ and the mean 
displacement of movable user, dm/R at rm = 0.5·R in 
CD cell. 

Calculation of CU cell is realized in the same way as 
for CD cell: we consider six ranges of UM, depending on 
user’s speed. Surface users’ density is uniform in the whole 
cell, so there are a lot of users near the cell rim. That’s why 
probability of UM towards adjacent cells is significant. We 
suppose that neighbor cells have similar characteristics as 
the considered one, so there is significant probability of 
movable users arriving from these neighbor cells. 

Figure 6 presents the relative mean value of the new 
user’s position distance from the BTS, xm/rm, as a function 
of the mean value of a movable user’s displacement, dm/R, 
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Fig. 6. Relative mean new user’s position distance, xm/rm, as 

a function of the mean displacement of a movable user, 
dm/R at rm = 2·R/3 in CU cell.  
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Fig. 7. Relative decrease of the mean necessary emission 
power for one user Aγ, as a function of γ and the mean 
displacement of movable user, dm/R at rm = 2·R/3 in 
CU cell.  

in CU cell. It is obvious that the mean value of the movable 
user’s distance from the BTS decreases. This can be 
attributed to the impact of a greater number of handovers. 

Figure 7 presents the relative change of the mean nec-
essary emission power of one movable user Aγ, as a func-
tion of coefficient γ and the mean value of movable user’s 
displacement, dm/R, for CU cell. It is obvious that power 
for movable users decreases, but in a very small extent. 
Even in a case of fastest UM (dm/R = 0.3) power decrease 
is not greater than several percent. 

The change of BTS power is the greatest in the time 
of the greatest traffic load and it may be easily estimated as 
a product of the mean power change for one user (Fig. 5 
and Fig. 7) and the mean number of active users, who are 
moving during a connection. 

The model of UM, which we developed, may be clas-
sified as random direction (RD) model. The main results of 
this paper are related to BTS power change as the result of 
UM and are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. We included the 
real situation of users’ handover existence between BTSs 
at the cell rim and the influence of environment physical 
characteristics (propagation coefficient) in the analysis. 
According to our knowledge, there is no similar analysis 
dealing with RD models ([9], [18]), where BTS emission 
power is considered. That’s why we couldn’t compare our 
main results with the results from some other contribution. 

RWP models ([7]) of UM are developed with the aim 
to maintain the same user distribution after moving of 
users. Indirectly, BTS power in such models remains the 
same after users’ moving. This assumption is appealing for 
consideration ([18]), but, the model does not completely 
reflect the real situation in practice that BTS power may be 
changed when users are moving.  

Example. Let us consider two cells: the first one with 
uniform users’ density (CU) and the second one with de-
creasing users’ density (CD). The radius of both cells is 
R = 5 km and 20% of users in both cells are moving during 
connection at the speed v = 60 km/h. The mean connection 
duration is tm = 2 min. Propagation coefficient is γ = 3.5. 
The mean value of displacement during a connection is 
dm = 0.5·v·tm = 1 km. It means that dm/R = 0.2. 

For the adopted values in the case of CD cell, it may 
be found in Fig. 5 that power change for movable users is 
A3.5 ≈ 1.25. BTS power increase is about 5%, as 20% of 
users are moving. 

In the case of CU cell, it may be found in Fig. 7 that 
power change for movable users is A3.5 ≈ 0.993. BTS 
power decrease is negligible, i.e. 0.014%. 

8. Influence of Interference 
Performance of mobile user’s receiver is expressed by 

the ratio of the part of BTS power intended for the consid-
ered user to the power devoted to all other active users in 
the system. The power intended to all active users except 
the considered user represents interference. According to 
[19], when considering the total interference, it is neces-
sary to take into account active users from the same cell, 
where the analyzed user moves, and also the users from the 
surrounding cells. The number of interfering rings depends 
on the value of γ. When γ decreases, it is necessary to cal-
culate influence of the users from the greater number of 
interfering rings. 

In our following brief analysis we consider a simpli-
fied model, where only interference caused by the active 
users from the same cell is supposed. According to (1) 
from [19], interference received by the considered user, 
who is at the distance r from the BTS, may be, approxi-
mately, expressed as: 

    I P r  (7) 

where P is the total BTS emission power and α is the 
constant of proportionality.   

Let us, further, suppose that the BTS power increases 
with the constant of proportionality k, as a consequence of 
UM, i.e. 

 mov .P k P     (8) 

The interference after UM will be: 

 mov .I k P x       (9) 

The power for the considered user is adjusted ac-
cording to his distance from the BTS. It means that the 
receiver always receives approximately the same power 
level intended for its function, regardless of the user’s 
distance from the BTS. That’s why it is necessary that 
interference is also the same after UM to keep the same 
receiver performance. If we equate interference before UM 
and after moving, on the base of (7) and (9) we obtain that 
relation of user’s distance from the BTS before moving (r) 
and after moving (x) is: 

 
1

 
 
 x k

r
 . (10) 

It means that, although the BTS power is increased as 
a consequence of UM, interference may be decreased. 
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Interference will be decreased for the users, who run away 
from the BTS in such a way that their distance after mov-
ing is greater than value x calculated by (10). On the con-
trary, users, who are moving towards the BTS, may request 
greater power level due to interference.  

The presentation in this section does not consider in-
terference caused by active movable users from surround-
ing rings. Such, complete, analysis will be the subject of 
future calculation and simulation. 

9. Verification 
Verification is based on traffic process simulation in 

the network, [17], [20]. This simulation program is our 
original development, realized in C++ programming lan-
guage. It is the extended version of simulation programs, 
implemented for the analysis in [6], [12] and [13]. The 
purpose of extension is to model UM in the BTS cell area. 
User’s moving is modelled in a very detailed fashion: for 
each connection separately the user’s starting location 
(distance from the BTS), the direction of UM (angle in 
relation to the cell radius) and the distance of movement is 
determined. Environment influence, expressed by propa-
gation coefficient γ, is included in the simulation process. 
But, in this moment simulation program does not include 
possibility to determine influence of interference variation 
(as a consequence of UM) on the BTS power. In our fur-
ther analysis we are going to improve program perfor-
mances including this element. 

A simulation method to some extent depends on the 
performed analysis (whether handover is considered or not, 
i.e. whether UM is random in the sense of its length and 
angle, or these are constant, average, values, what charac-
teristic is determined as the final result (power or distance), 
and so on). Flow-chart in Fig. 8 corresponds to one of 
simulated cases (implemented handover and random dis-
tance and angle of UM). The parts of the simulation pro-
gram, which are related to UM and which are new com-
paring to the previous program versions (from [6], [12] and 
[13]) are highlighted grey in Fig. 8. 

Meaning of the designations in Fig. 8 is: r – initial 
distance BTS-MS, d – distance of UM, α – angle of UM in 
relation to the line, which connects BTS and MS, x – dis-
tance BTS-MS after movement completion, step – current 
number of realized connections.  

Program execution starts with initialization in block 1. 
After initialization of variables in block 1, the first step in 
simulation procedure is a new call generation on the base 
of random number RN0 generation, according to classical 
Monte Carlo or roulette telephone traffic simulation 
(block 2). We have taken over this part of simulation pro-
gram from literature (for example [21]) and implemented it 
in the same way as in [6], [12], [13] and [17]. 

Initial distance BTS-MS (r) is determined in block 3, 
on  the base  of  random number RN1. It  is our  addition to 

 
Fig. 8. The flow-chart of simulation program. 

classical traffic simulation, intended for the determination 
of user’s distance from the BS, which is already imple-
mented and described in [6], [12], [13] and [17]. 

Besides r, two other variables, which define current 
MS position as the result of moving (d and α) in the simu-
lation are generated using random numbers (RN2, RN3) in 
block 4. After this, the value x is determined according to 
(3) in block 5. If x is greater than the BTS cell radius (R), 
MS leaves the considered cell (it is not taken into account 
in further contributions to the results of simulation), i.e. 
handover is supposed. It means that MS is replaced by the 
corresponding MS, which arrived from the neighbor BTS. 
This new MS distance is corrected according to the expres- 
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Analysis conditions xm/rm simulation xm/rm calculation 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.05R 1.0058 1.0060 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.10R  1.0213 1.0211 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.15R 1.0418 1.0427 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.20R 1.0668 1.0660 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.25R 1.0950 1.0932 
rm = 0.5R, dm=0.30R 1.1200 1.1207 

Tab. 2. Mean movable user’s distance in relation to primary 
distance, the results of simulation and calculation   

sion in block 7. After that, the current total aggregate 
values of all the input and output values, mentioned in the 
description of the simulation, accumulate in block 8.  

Program execution completes by the determination of 
mean values of r, d, α, x and x/r in block 10. 

Table 2 presents some results of simulation and cal-
culation of the mean distance of a movable user from the 
BTS, xm, equation (2), for the specific case where the val-
ues are same as in Fig. 4, CD cell. Simulation and calcula-
tion conditions are presented in the first column of Tab. 2. 
The mean values of relative user’s distance from the BTS, 
obtained by five simulation trials with 300000 realized 
connections each (xm/rm simulation), are presented in the 
second column of Tab. 2. The duration of each simulation 
trial with 300000 realized connections is about two 
minutes. The mean values of the relative user’s distance 
from the BTS, obtained by calculation (xm/rm calculation), 
are presented in the third column. 

10. Conclusion 
This paper considers the model of random direction 

(RD) of UM in which user’s starting position, distance and 
angle of UM are random variables. Comparing to other 
contributions analyzing RD models (as, for example, [9], 
[18]), our paper estimates the value of emission power and 
percent of this power change in the cell with BTS power 
control, as a consequence of UM. Such power analysis is 
rare even in other models, which include UM. Comparing 
to some contributions, which tend to keep unchanged 
users’ distribution during their moving, we allow variations 
in users’ distribution, which is, in fact, proved in our paper 
to be real assumption. Moving in the cell increases neces-
sary power and this increase is as greater as user’s speed is 
greater, connection duration is longer, primary user’s posi-
tion is nearer to the BTS and propagation coefficient is 
greater. On the contrary, UM after handover decreases 
necessary emission power. This decrease is as greater as 
moving speed is greater, connection is longer and coeffi-
cient γ is greater. The greatest influence on the change of 
necessary power has users’ distribution in the cell. Power 
increase is necessary for movable users if their concentra-
tion is greatest in the center of the cell, i.e. around the BTS. 
The great users’ concentration near the cell rim may cause 
power decrease for movable users. The total BTS emission 
power change is proportional to the part of users, who are 
moving. 
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